
Think like a poet Knowledge Organiser (Year 8) 
Forms Features & Elements of Poetry Learning specific terminology 

Haiku Japanese poem of seventeen syllables, in 
three lines of five, seven, and five, 
traditionally evoking images of the 
natural world. Has been around since 
C19. 

Syllables A part of a word that contains a single 
vowel sound and that is pronounced as a 
unit (book has one syllable). 

Tradition belief or behaviour passed down within a 
group or society with symbolic meaning or 
special significance with origins in the past. 

Free verse No fixed rules when writing poetry. Mood The emotion evoked in the reader by the 
choices the poet has made in the poem.  

Nature natural, physical, material world or 
universe. 

Fixed verse Strict rules to follow when writing poetry. 
Haiku is an example of a fixed verse 
poem. 

Imagery When one things represents of stands doe 
something else (simile; metaphor; 
personification etc) 

Message What might the poet be trying to tell the 
reader? What is the meaning of the poem? 

Prose poems Blend of poetry & prose Simile  Something is compared with something 
else using ‘like’ or ‘as’ 

Anthropologist a person engaged in the practice of 
anthropology. Anthropology is the study of 
aspects of humans within past and present 
societies 

Voice 
  

Metaphor When something is compared directly with 
something e.g. death is a dark cloud 

Voice: a) A poet finding their own 
voice    b) Taking on different 
voices 

 
Tone of voice you might find in a poem: 
 
Aggressive; angry; argumentative 
Bitter; bold 
Celebratory; challenging; cheerful; confrontational 
Determined; direct  
Excited  
Fanciful 
Grim 
Hopeful 
Jokey  
Light-hearted  
Matter of fact 
Neutral 
Passionate; puzzled 
Questioning; quiet  
Reflective; resigned  
Sad; sarcastic; satirical  

Personificatio
n  

Inanimate object described in human 
terms e.g. storm described as an angry 
man 

Features and elements of poetry (continued) 

Metonymy   figure of speech in which a related term 
is substituted for the word itself e.g. 
British Monarchy is represented by the 
crown.  

Stanza Verse of a poem (like a paragraph)  Adjectives Describing words 
Line break A device that is used at the end of a line, 

and the beginning of the next line in a 
poem. 

Adverbs doing words  

Sound Poetic sound devices help the reader 
“hear” a poem. 

Onomatopoeia  Sound words that are written out e.g. 
BANG 

Monosyllabic  Only one syllable e.g. wet  
 
 
 
 

Assonance Repeated vowel sounds in the middle of 
words with different consonant end 
sounds. You can see assonance in the 
phrase “faded gray waves 

Rhyme Rhyming words have the same end sound 
repeated at the end of a line. Many 
poems, such as free verse poems, don’t 
use a particular rhyme scheme. 

Consonance While alliteration occurs at the stressed 
syllable in each word, consonance can 
happen anywhere, especially at the end of 
a word. When consonance happens at the 
end of the word along with assonance, it’s 
a rhyme. 

Alliteration  Repeated letter sounds  

Rhythm  Beat of a poem  



Repetition  Literary device that involves intentionally 
using a word or phrase for effect, two or 
more times in a speech or written work 

 


